SMARTEXPO Virtual Live Expo Events
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WELCOME TO SMARTEXPO
It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the exciting world of SMARTEXPO.
Furthermore, I wish to thank you for agreeing to become a speaker/presenter at one or more
of our SMARTEXPO events.
It is without question that the success of SMARTEXPO events largely depends on the effort
put in by you as an OEM speaker/presenter, along with your delivery on the day.
Please take the time to read this SMARTEXPO Presenter User Guide, which will allow you to
successfully participate in the SMARTEXPO events.
I look forward to seeing you live on an upcoming SMARTEXPO event!

Denise Mzyk
SMARTEXPO Chief Event Co-Ordinator
denise@core2africa.net
+27 82 888 3710
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ABOUT SMARTEXPO VIRTUAL LIVE EXPO SHOWCASES
We are excited to have you participate as a speaker/presenter in a SMARTEXPO live event.
SMARTEXPO is a Virtual Live Expo for Telcos, Service Providers and Mobile Operators in subSaharan Africa and the Indian Ocean Islands.
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to place unprecedented restrictions on all sectors of
normal life, the resulting lockdowns are denying OEM professionals and customers the
opportunity to meet, exchange ideas and learn about the latest technology trends and
developments at conferences and Expos.
These challenging times have called for out-of-the-box thinking and SMARTEXPO is the
answer.
We invite OEMs to be a part of this innovative series of events that will enable your customers
to view presentations of your Products and Services in an expo-type environment, online,
from their computers, laptops or smartphones.
Each SMARTEXPO event will be themed around technologies and solutions, the first five of
which will cover Protection, Networks, Analytics, Automation and Subscriber Services.
Events will last for 90 minutes, with 15-minute slots for each of four presenters, either OEM
technical specialists or subject matter experts.
OEMs will be presenting on the same platform as competitors, much the same as having
competing stands next to each other, or presenting on stage, at a normal expo. Please note
that SMARTEXPO is a mature platform to present the best you have to offer and to let the
customer make a considered choice.
Today’s circumstances call for new approaches and a respectful inter-vendor etiquette in our
industry. We will not have a Q&A at the end of the session, as this will avoid OEMs being
possibly blindsided by difficult questions. Attendees will be able to contact OEMs directly
after the event through our SMARTEXPO archive page, where they can ask a question;
request a deep-dive technical session; download the SMARTGuides containing information
and links from each of the presentations or replay the recording.
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IMPORTANT: SMARTEXPO INFORMATION PACK
Before starting with guide, please ensure that you have downloaded the SMARTEXPO
Information pack, which can be downloaded on the SMARTEXPO OEM Engagement Page.
This is the KEY document that is needed back for the SMARTEXPO team to put together the
SMARTEXPO event program, and to create the SMARTEXPO SMARTGuides.

Once completed, please email it to SMARTEXPO@core2africa.net.
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SMARTEXPO TARGET MARKET
It is crucially important that presentations are directed at the target market addressed by
SMARTEXPO.
The target market for SMARTEXPO is Telcos, Service Providers and Mobile Operators.
Furthermore, the regions focussed on are countries in sub-Saharan Africa and the Indian
Ocean Islands. This is mentioned as certain case studies from European or USA markets may
not be appropriate to the audience being addressed at SMARTEXPO events.
The individuals to be targeted are business managers and staff, technical managers and staff,
as well as executives, who will be specifically targeted for higher-level round table type
discussions.

TIMELINE for SMARTEXPO EVENTS
The timeous engagement by OEMs and their nominated speakers/presenters will have a
significant impact on the success of the SMARTEXPO events.
As SMARTEXPO Events take place every second week, there is a specific schedule that
supports each event that comprises 4 stages:
1. Event minus 60 days: OEM requests to participate in a SMARTEXPO event.
2. Event minus 30 days: OEM submits presenter names, presentation outline and
SMARTGuide information.
3. Event minus 5 days: SMARTEXPO Event Team reviews presentation with presenter,
and any changes needed are made to the presentation.
4. Event minus 1 day: OEM presenter performs a dry-run using the webinar tool, and
gets guidance/feedback for SMARTEXPO Event Team.
These four stages are fast-tracked for the initial three events due to time constraints between
SMARTEXPO launch and these first three events.
The calendars for three months of SMARTEXPO Events can be found on the OEM Engagement
page.
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Calendar entries for the event date and corresponding information deadlines, and presenter
review sessions and dry-runs can be downloaded for each of the SMARTEXPO Events (5
calendar entries per event). These can be found on the OEM Engagement page.

SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION for SMARTEXPO EVENTS
Again, as mentioned at the start of this guide, critical to the success of SMARTEXPO is the
quality of the information available to attendees for downloading after the SMARTEXPO
events.
An MS-Word document, SMARTEXPO OEM Information Submission Document, is available
for download on the OEM Engagement page.

The information required in the document includes:
• Speaker/Presenter Name and Contact Details
• Speaker/Presenter Bio (short, for purposes of introduction)
• Presentation Outline
• Products/Services (excerpts, URLs, and images)
This information is required at the deadlines for each SMARTEXPO Event.
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SMARTEXPO PRESENTERS
Critical to the success of SMARTEXPO will be the professionalism of the presenters, along
with the quality of the presentations. An engaging style of delivery, relevant information and
interesting slides are essential in order to maintain the pace and to hold the audience’s
attention.
The SMARTEXPO Event management team will require that the presenter takes part in a ‘dryrun’ at least a week before the event in order to ensure familiarity with the webinar tool being
used, and to facilitate continuity on the day.
Speaker/Presenters need to be smartly dressed (no t-shirts), in a manner befitting a person
representing their OEM brand at an expo event. Furthermore, the OEM speaker/presenter
must ensure that the room being used for presenting is professional and presentable and, as
far as possible, is relatively free of noises that would impact the quality of the delivery,
including dogs barking, babies crying, and parrots squawking.
The OEM speaker/presenter must ensure that all equipment being used for the presentation
(computer, video camera, microphone, speakers) has been tested prior to the event, and is
in a workable condition.
The OEM presenter must ensure that connectivity (bandwidth) is at a level that is needed for
conducting a live video/webinar call. Preferably, the OEM presenter should have a backup
connection in the event of a connectivity failure, or simply a poor connection during the
event.

SMARTEXPO EVENT FORMAT (Wednesday)
SMARTEXPO Events are fortnightly and commence at 10:00 GMT+2.
Each event will be 90 minutes long and comprise the following:
• Open (10mins) – Event MC
• Presentation # 1 (15mins) – OEM # 1
• Presentation # 2 (15mins) – OEM # 2
• Presentation # 3 (15mins) – OEM # 3
• Presentation # 4 (15mins) – OEM # 4
• $pin-2-Win (5mins) – Event Coordinator, $100 Amazon voucher giveaway
• Close (10mins) – Event MC
(5mins has been allocated for bridging by the MC)
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SMARTEXPO PRESENTATION FORMAT (15mins)
Presentations given by OEMs must comprise the following:
• OEM Theme Overview (5mins) – a background to the Event’s technology theme.
• OEM Products & Services (10mins) – a showcase of your selected Products and
Services relevant to the theme. OEMs should only present what it currently available
in their suite of Products and Services and should preferably not include future
product or technology roadmaps.
• Total Presentation Time = 15 minutes
Note: The 15-minute rule for presentations will be strictly applied and overruns will not be
entertained.

PRESENTATION REQUIREMENTS for SMARTEXPO EVENTS
The OEM speaker/presenters assigned for presenting at the respective SMARTEXPO events
will need to submit a presentation for review five (5) days in advance of the event taking
place.
Presentations should include between 1 – 4 products and have a suitable introduction that
ties into the showcase theme. The presentation should give a high-level view of products,
thereby ensuring that the overall 15-minute time slot allowed for the presentation is not
overrun.

USE OF SMARTEXPO LOGO IN PRESENTATIONS
Unless restricted by OEM marketing rules, presentations should have a ‘Delivered at
SMARTEXPO’ logo on the first page of OEM presentations used for SMARTEXPO Events.
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The SMARTEXPO LOGOS can be downloaded on the OEM Engagement page.

PRESENTATION REVIEW SESSION (Friday before Event)
Review sessions are held on the Friday before the SMARTEXPO Event date. The SMARTEXPO
team will schedule the time for the review session.
For the review session, the speaker/presenter must have their presentation ready for review
by the SMARTEXPO team.
Recommendations will be provided to the speaker/presenter in the review session.

PRESENTATION DRY-RUN (Tuesday before Event)
Dry-run sessions are held on the Tuesday before the SMARTEXPO Event date. The
SMARTEXPO team will schedule the time for the dry-run session.
For the dry-run session, the speaker/presenter must be prepared to present their
presentation using the webinar tool.
Final recommendations for any improvements will be provided in the dry-run session.

TIMEKEEPING FOR SMARTEXPO EVENTS
Speaker/presenters are encouraged to maintain strict timekeeping when presenting on any
SMARTEXPO events. date. This should be achieved by using a smartphone of similar device
alongside the presenter’s laptop, as a visual count down to the 15 MINUTES allowed for the
presentation.
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GoTo Webinar TOOL
GoTo Webinar is used for the SMARTEXPO events.
The presenter/speakers will be given familiarity training as well as checking of audio and video
settings on the speaker/presenters’ laptop.
The speaker/presenter should download the GoTo Webinar app on their laptops before the
Dry-run session.

A short quick-start tutorial for GoTo Webinar is available HERE.

GoTo Webinar Tips:
•
•
•

Download the GoTo Webinar desktop application by downloading it HERE:
https://bit.ly/GoToWebinarDownload
Always leave your MICROPHONE and VIDEO CAMERA OFF until it is your turn to present
Be sure to turn your MICROPHONE and VIDEO CAMERA OFF and to stop screen-sharing
after you have finished presenting
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BACKUP PRESENTER
In order to ensure the continuity of the SMARTEXPO event, OEMs must, if possible, provide
a backup speaker/presenter for the primary speaker/presenter.
Such a backup speaker/presenter should be able to stand in for the primary
speaker/presenter in event of illness, connectivity issues, or any other reasons.

RULES & GUIDELINES FOR OEM PRESENTERS
Understanding the sensitivities that exist due to multiple OEMs participating in the same
SMARTEXPO event, strict rules & guidelines will be applied to OEMs participating in the
SMARTEXPO events.
OEM Rules & Guidelines for participating in SMARTEXPO Events:
• OEMs are to present only what is available on their websites, i.e. only information that
is currently available and accessible by the general public. To be clear, no roadmaps
or any other NDA-type information is to be presented at a SMARTEXPO event.
• OEMs may not ‘take any shots’ at other OEMs whilst presenting.
• No Q&A Session: Due to the risks associated with obtuse questions being asked, a Q&A
session will not be conducted (any queries are to be asked via the contact information
provided in the OEM quick guides for the specific SMARTEXPO event).
• In that the quality of the SMARTEXPO events will largely be determined by the quality
of the OEM presentations, OEM presenters are to spend the commensurate time
preparing for their respective presentations for SMARTEXPO events.

SMARTEXPO CONTACT
Denise Mzyk
SMARTEXPO Chief Event Coordinator
+27 82 888 3710
denise@core2africa.net
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SMARTEXPO WEBSITE URLs
•

Main SMARTEXPO Page: https://www.core2africa.net/smartexpo/

•

Schedule of SMARTEXPO Events: https://www.core2africa.net/smartexpo/#events

•

SMARTEXPO Event Pages (per Theme):

•

§

Protection: https://www.core2africa.net/smartexpo/smartexpo-event-protection/

§

Networks: https://www.core2africa.net/smartexpo/smartexpo-event-networks/

§

Analytics: https://www.core2africa.net/smartexpo/smartexpo-event-analytics/

§

Subscriber: https://www.core2africa.net/smartexpo/smartexpo-event-subscriber

§

Automation: https://www.core2africa.net/smartexpo/smartexpo-event-automation/

§

Survey: https://www.core2africa.net/smartexpo/smartexpo-event-protection-survey/

SMARTEXPO Archive Page: https://www.core2africa.net/smartexpo/smartexpo-archive/
Note: This is a demo page only.

General Note: OEMs shown on the website main page and event pages are ‘place holders’ only. OEMs would
need to apply for event slots as outlined elsewhere in this document.
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